MODEL WATER DISTRIBUTION SYSTEMS WITH CONFIDENCE

xpwater SUPPORTS YOU IN YOUR PROJECTS
The concerns of the public you serve rest on the efficacy of your
projects. Current and future capacity concerns, water quality
problems and regulatory requirements affect your project

xpwater SUPPORTS YOU IN YOUR ORGANIZATION

workflow as well as the well-being of the systems you manage.

Time is one of the engineer’s most valuable commodities. It’s not

•• Capacity Evaluations. Let xpwater’s Scenario Manager

to be wasted or lost, especially on tasks that involve a software

guide your development and analysis of all of the necessary
scenarios to plan for the future based on existing conditions.
Easily modify your model and choose where these changes

solution. You can’t afford to waste time learning new platforms,
waiting for models to load or run, or wondering if your results are
accurate enough for delivery.

are applied to ensure your decisions are based on solid

•• xpwater has shortened the learning curve. xpwater is

information. Use Fire Flow Analysis to quickly determine

built to be simple and straight-forward, from the user interface

system tolerance for hydrant placement.

to the integrated help and wizard guides.

•• Water Quality Evaluations. Use a single platform to solve

•• High performance means high productivity. xpwater

for water age, chlorine residuals, mixing zone concerns and

is built to perform from its advanced interface to its 64bit

xpwater will also include the MSX

parallelized engine through to its database design and

more. Future versions of

engine for more advanced analysis.

business logic.

•• Quantify and Qualify. Make decisions clear and easy to

•• Rely on a long and stable foundation. XP Solutions has

understand with plan view, tabular or graphical views, as well

been producing engineering software, customer support and

as animations of results over time.

training solutions since 1974.

xpwater EXPERTLY HANDLES YOUR DATA
Data is the foundation of the modeler’s ability to analyze a system. Without the ability to import, use, analyze and present data to nontechnical audiences, your work is finished before it starts. You need a software platform that can use data quickly and present it clearly.

•• xpwater can consume data in almost any electronic format and provides wizards that can automate future imports.
•• Calibration is made easy. xpwater provides a powerful results viewer which allows the comparison of multiple different data sets,
different scenarios or even different projects all in one window.

•• Strong reporting tools allow you to generate stand-alone documents, or the ability to connect to external data sources to continue
to process your results using your other workflows.

MODEL WITH CONFIDENCE

WHY

xpwater

It has never been more critical to develop, maintain
and plan water distribution systems than now. And
the realm of water distribution has never been more
complex or data rich. Your stakeholders require a
system that can quickly and reliably evaluate capacity,

xpwater is also continuing to expand the engine

quality and operations. Your organization needs

capabilities with plans to include the MSX engine and

a system that is easy to learn and use but can also

a proprietary xpwater engine in the near future. Each

meet the requirements of various workflows without

will maintain compatibility with EPANET to provide

sacrificing performance or power.

model portability.

SIMPLE, CLEAN USER INTERFACE
Hydraulic models can be complex, but their
user interface doesn’t need to be.

xpwater provides a simplified set of icons that are
designed and grouped together based on your
workflow, not based on arbitrary sets of toolbars. The
menu system is aware of where you are and what you
are doing and it responds in intuitive ways to always
provide you with the tools you need next.

CONFIDENT RESULTS, FASTER

There are several wizards and guides embedded in

Water distribution models require accurate,
reproducible hydraulic computations to
maintain trust and provide safe, confident
results.

the software to guide beginner and intermediate

xpwater is based on the EPANET2 engine, developed

the program.

for the United States EPA. This engine has become
a worldwide standard for water distribution analyses.

xpwater provides performance gains by providing
a 64bit version of the engine as well as providing
engine parallelization for faster computations.

users. Each of these tools also provides ways to load
and save data and default configurations so that all
users can quickly and dependably work throughout

The xpwater help system is fully integrated into the
software, providing helpful guides and practices
directly in the program while also seamlessly linking
to full featured online videos and documentation.

POWERFUL VISUALIZATIONS
GIS. xpwater provides signicant geospatial support
while not requiring any external licenses or software.
The native storage structure of xpwater can be
directly read in either ArcGIS or QGIS. It can read data
in a variety of formats, including:
•• Shapfile
•• MapInfo
•• Spatialite
•• Personal Geodatabase

•• File Geodatabase
•• PostGRE/PostGIS
•• ArcSDE and more!

xpwater also directly supports projections and OTF
reprojections.
AutoCAD files can be read and rendered inside

xpwater.

USE YOUR DATA
•• xpwater will read and write to any ODBC/OLE DB

compliant data service – both embedded and
server-based. In addition, xpwater can read and
produce flat files (text, csv or dBase), standard data
formats (Excel, Access), as well as EPANET network
or input data files.
•• The user can store any procedures used to develop
these data connections to efficiently re-create and

Images. Rectified images of various formats can be

update any set of conguration parameters in their

displayed and adjusted inside of xpwater.

unique workflows.

SERVICES
Web services, such as web map services or RESTful
servers can be congured to be read inside of xpwater.
Microsoft Bing Maps are congured directly inside
of xpwater, providing a beautiful set of background
images immediately.

•• xpwater also provides a flexible and easy way
to directly view, copy and paste data between
applications using xptables.
•• For users interested in even more flexibility,

xpreports provide a full featured, dynamic data
driven reporting system.

DON’T REPEAT YOURSELF (D.R.Y.)

FIRE FLOW ANALYSES

Through the course of water network analysis,
many aspects need to be repeated frequently.
This does not mean that you should be repeating
your tasks. xpwater takes the lead on D.R.Y.

Few procedures take as long as a fire flow analysis. That’s
why xpwater has several tools to automate and simplify
the process. With a few clicks you can specify your residual
pressure and maximum required flow and quickly
generate an overall report as well as individual graphs of

Scenario Management

nodes. This can all be configured inside your Scenario

A flexible, traditional parent-child scenario manager

Manager: you can perform as many different fire flow

allows you to customize how you create and manage

scenarios as you want all as part of your overall workflow.

the different events in your system. In addition to
the physical objects of a model you can manage run
options, reporting options, and other boundary/logic
conditions.

Global Records
There are some types of data that exist across several
projects or across several clients. These are considered
global records by xpwater, and they can be imported,
exported and managed directly inside the program.

Rules Management
Your water network likely has some moving parts (like
pumps) that are based on some sensor (like tank level).
With xpwater you can separate your logic and your
control to have a faster, more complete view of how
your system operates based more closely on how it
actually operates.

Stored Procedures
If you invest your time in getting an import, export or
other procedure set to your specifications you should
be able to keep it and reuse it. xpwater provides you
with just the right amount of control to save, load and
edit these procedures in all of the areas of the program
where it makes sense.

Stored Symbology
If you have background data from your GIS system you
should be able to view it the same way inside xpwater.
Similarly, if you are exporting your data into a GIS or
if you want to provide someone with some GIS files
for their reference, you should be able to give them
the same symbology that you use. xpwater utilizes a
global standard format that can be used directly in
desktop and cloud-based GIS software.

xpwater
xpwater is a complete package capable of modeling a diverse set of water distribution and transmission
networks. It is designed to provide a clean, simple interface for faster model development without sacrificing
performance or capabilities. xpwater integrates with GIS and CAD systems to leverage your existing resources
and also provides several tools to expand the reach of the traditional water model through powerful reports
and results tools.
Established in 1974, XP Solutions is a world leading provider of industry standard software for the civil
engineering and environmental sectors. Our reliable software technology and professional solutions are used
every day around the world by government agencies, engineering companies and environmental management
organizations to plan, design, simulate and manage the impact of human interaction with the natural world.
XP Solutions brings nearly 40 years of experience in developing and supporting professional software systems
devoted to improving our use and understanding of water resources, and has expanded its expertise to include
a broader scope of designed infrastructure.
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